The paper is concerned with numerical algorithms for the optimal control of di usion type processes when the noise variance also depends on the control. This problem is of increasing importance in applications, particularly in nancial mathematics. We discuss the construction of numerical algorithms which are guaranteed to converge to the true minimum as the discretization level decreases, and which have acceptable numerical properties. The algorithms are based on the popular Markov chain approximation method. The basic criterion which the algorithms must satisfy is a weak \local consistency" condition, which is essential for convergence to the true optimal cost function. This condition is often hard to satisfy by simple algorithms (with essentially only local transitions) when the variance is also controlled. Numerical \noise" can be introduced by the more convenient approximations This question of \numerical noise" (also called \numerical viscosity") is dealt with in detail, and methods for eliminating or greatly reducing it are discussed.
Introduction
The optimal control of di usion type processes when the noise variance depends on the control has become of increasing importance in applications, particularly in nancial mathematics. We are concerned with the construction of numerical algorithms which are guaranteed to converge to the true minimum as the discretization level decreases, and which have acceptable numerical properties.
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Little is known about practical algorithms for the control problem where the control also appears in the variance, and for the most part there do not appear to be easy solutions.
The most appropriate approach for most classes of problems at this time is based on the Markov chain approximation method 1, 2, 4] . Other discretization methods, when provably convergent under broad conditions, are often special case 4, Chapter 14] . The variance control problem is discussed in 2, Section 8] and convergence theorems proved. The reference 4] is more comprehensive, but did not deal explicitly with the this variance control problem. However, the \martingale measure" technique of 2, Section 8] can be used to extend all of the convergence results for the various problem formulations in 4] . We are concerned with the issues that must be confronted when constructing good numerical algorithms. We survey the basic ideas, concentrating on the basic intuition and the algorithmic issues. Some background is provided for readers who are not familiar with the basic paradigms, and this requires collecting and coordinating some known ideas.
The basic problems are not in the proofs of convergence, which hold under broad conditions as the discretization level goes to zero and can be found in the references, but in the actual construction of algorithms for each discretization level which are convenient to code and do not introduce too much \numerical noise." Loosely speaking, numerical noise (sometimes called \numerical viscosity") means that the numerical solution is actually an approximation to the solution for a controlled di usion problem with a higher noise level (and the di erence is either larger than desirable or does not vanish as the discretization level goes to zero). A more precise de nition will be given in Section 2. It is equivalent to the lack of local consistency of the variance in the sense of (2.3) .
The problem arises mainly due to the fact that the variance can vary greatly as the control (and the state) vary, but it is also of concern when the variance is state dependent, even if there is no variance control. For typical problems when the variance is not controlled or the state dependence of the variance is not excessive, and the covariance matrix is diagonally dominant, the states of the approximating Markov chain communicate with their neighbors, and there is no numerical noise. There are automatic methods for computing the transition probabilities (i.e., the numerical approximation) 4].
When the state or control dependence of the variance is large, as it typically is in problems arising in nancial mathematics (where the products of state and noise or state and control and noise often appear), it is not always possible to construct convergent algorithms with transitions only to neighbors, while still having the numerical noise appropriately small. Indeed the location of the non neighboring grid points to which a state transits with positive probability might have to depend heavily on the control. This makes the coding problem more di cult. Somewhat analogous problems arise in ordinary numerical analysis of linear elliptic or parabolic equations. If the coe cients of the second order term depend heavily on the state, then one tries some coordinate transformation to minimize the dependence. If that doesn't work, then analogous problems arise.
We will discuss the general issues that must be confronted, and present various ideas for minimizing the \numerical noise." The basic ideas of the Markov chain approximation are in the cited references. We survey some of the key points, since they must be understood if one is to have a versatile (algorithm construction and coding) framework for the variance control problem. The ideas are easiest to introduce when the control problem has no xed time horizon, and the dynamics do not depend explicitly on time. Thus, in Section 2, we discuss the method and results for such a case. The minimal condition of \local consistency" (2.3) is the basic requirement (for convergence) that must be kept in mind when constructing an approximating chain, no matter what the problem; i.e., the rst and second moments of the one step transitions must be close to those of the controlled di usion (modulo an \interpolation interval"). The di erence between the in nite and nite time horizon problems is essentially that the nite time horizon problem generally uses approximating chains with constant interpolation intervals. As will be seen, these approximating chains are readily obtained from those for the in nite time horizon problem.
A simple example of an approximating chain is given in Section 3. The algorithms for the case where there is a nite time horizon, the problem of greatest current interest in nancial mathematics, can be very easily derived from the simpler case, as shown from Section 4 on, by a minor modi cation which gives a constant (not dependent on the state or control) interpolation interval. Section 3 also describes the classical APS (approximation in policy space) algorithm, which is often the most e ective one for numerical solutions of Markov chain control problems.
Sections 4 and 5 outline the explicit and implicit methods of constructing the approximating chains when there is a nite time horizon, and give a useful decomposition method, where the dynamics are broken into parts; the \pro-cess" corresponding to each part is approximated separately, and then the parts are combined to get a locally consistent approximating chain for the original problem. While much of the material in the rst few sections material is in 4] and some (such as the APS) is standard, they must be understood in our context, both since they are a guide to acceptable algorithms and part of the coding problem concerns e cient ways to do the many minimizations and \relaxations" that are required.
Section 6 illustrates the ideas and algorithms of the previous sections for a particular one dimensional problem. Here, one can use just local transitions. However, non local transitions might sometimes be tempting since some are \in-tuitively reasonable" versions of the \binary tree" method familiar in nancial mathematics. We discuss the associated potential problem of numerical noise. The rest of the paper deals with various two dimensional problems where the variance depends heavily on the state and the control, non local transitions are more likely to be needed, and the problems of convenient coding without excessive numerical noise are crucial. We restrict attention to two dimensions solely for expository purposes. The ideas are all applicable irrespective of the dimension.
A moderate amount of numerical noise might not be important, although one must still understand what it is and where it comes from. Indeed, for many problems the noise variance can vary by 10% or so without appreciable e ect on the optimal policies or costs. Also, the models are usually only approximations themselves. But one needs to be more careful in the numerics when comparing results for di erent models. An important advantage of the Markov chain approximation method is that the approximating chains can be interpreted as natural discrete models of the same physical (or nancial) situation, and so have an inherent value that is independent of their use as a numerical method.
2 The Markov Chain Approximation Method:
Introduction, In nite Time Problems
The system model. The systems model is de ned by the SDE dx = b(x; u)dt + (x; u)dw + dy: (2:1) where y( ) constrains the process to a set G. De ne a(x; ) = (x; ) 0 (x; ): The control u( ), is assumed appropriately measurable and adapted, and u(t) takes values in a compact set U. For simplicity in exposition, we do not include a jump term, but the method of 4] for the jump term can readily adapted to the variance control case. The b( ) and ( ) are assumed continuous, although this can be weakened, as noted in 4].
Boundary conditions. For numerical purposes, one needs to work in a bounded domain, even if the original problem is de ned on an in nite state space. Sometimes there are natural boundaries. For example, physical variables are often constrained to be non-negative. If one of the variables is an interest rate, and it gets near zero, then the rate of change will slow down to zero in most current models. Similarly, if a state variable is the current value of a stock, then it will be absorbed at zero, if it ever reaches that level. In these cases there is a natural lower boundary. But, for numerical purposes, we would still need an \upper boundary." If this upper boundary is imposed for purely numerical purposes, one needs to be sure that it has only a negligible e ect on the solution in the important regions of the state space. This requires some experimentation. We then need to decide on the conditions to be put on the parts of the boundary that are imposed for the purpose of numerical bounding. The main concern of this work are the problems associated with the approximations when the variance is controlled, and the boundary issue is of secondary importance. Owing to this, we will ignore it, and drop the y( ).
The convergence theorems do not concern us in this paper, which deals with algorithmic issues. But the convergence theorems require a weak sense uniqueness assumption on an extended form of (2.1), which is known as the martingale measure driven problem 2, Section 8], 3]. This is an extension of (2.1) in the sense that the relaxed control extends the concept of an ordinary control when the variance is not controlled. A uniform (in x; u; t) Lipschitz condition on b( ); ( ) guarantees the uniqueness.
The cost function. To help illustrate the main ideas, it is helpful to x the form of the cost function, although the main issues concerning the approximations hold for any form of cost. In this section, we use the discounted form:
W(x; u; ) = E Z 0 e ? t k(x(t); u(t))dt + Ee ? g(x( )); > 0; (2:2) where is a stopping time which is to be selected by the controller. De ne V (x) = inf u; W(x; u; ): Note that the Bellman equation is ( L is the di eren-
g (an unknown set), a horribly nonlinear and formal variational inequality, even without the boundary conditions. Under typical conditions of degeneracy and boundaries, little is known about it. Thus, provably convergent numerical methods are all the more important. The numerical scheme is the Markov chain approximation method 2, 4]. The idea of this method is to nd a controlled Markov chain h n and an adaptation of the cost function, such that the associated optimal control problem is conveniently solvable, and the solution converges to that for the original problem as h ! 0. The chain is de ned on a state space, G h , which (for simplicity only) we suppose is a regular h?grid. Denote the transition probabilities by p h (x; yj ), where 2 U denotes the canonical control value.
The Markov chain approximation method is very natural for stochastic problems, and other approaches (which are provably convergent) often are special cases 4, Chapter 14] . It allows one to use one's physical intuition in the design of the actual algorithm. Owing to the physical interpretation, the approximating problem is often one for a system which has a close formal resemblance to the original. Hence the approximating problem will usually have a physical interpretation, apart from being simply a numerical approximation. This increases our con dence (apart from the convergence theorems) and is important in control theory, where the basic model is often quite vague itself. The method has been used on virtually all of the problem types which have arisen in stochastic control, including jump{di usion models, singular and impulsive control problems, ergodic cost problems, etc. See 4].
Local consistency. The conditions required on the approximating chain (for convergence of the solutions to V ( )) are quite natural, and possibly even minimal. The basic condition is the following local consistency. Let E h; n;x denote the expectation, given that the state of the chain at step n is x, and that control value is used. There is a h (x; ) > 0 (called an interpolation interval) and which goes to zero as h ! 0, uniformly in (x; ) 3) is the essential relationship that we will seek to satisfy in the construction of the approximating chains, 1 and with which we will be concerned henceforth. There are many automatic procedures for getting the transition probabilities and the interpolation intervals are given automatically by these procedures 4]. (2.3) need not be satis ed at all points, depending on the dynamics of (2.1), and many types of discontinuities (such as smooth surfaces of discontinuity) can be handled under appropriate conditions on the dynamics near those sets.
Let u h ( ) be a feedback control for the chain and de ne u h n = u h ( h n ); t h n = t h ( h n ; u h n ): The cost (2.2) can be adapted to the chain: One possibility is
where N h is an admissible stopping time for the chain, to be selected by the controller. (2:6) Thus, there are two types of choices to be made; control and continue, or stop.
We can replace U in (2.6) by a set U h (x); where U h (x) becomes dense in U uniformly in x 2 G as h ! 0; and it is often useful to do this. In practice, one tries to use the simplest possible expressions for t h (x; ) and the transition probabilities. It will be seen that t h (x; ) need not depend on (x; ), which is useful when there is a nite time horizon.
Remarks on the convergence. Note that the cost function (2.4) has a suggestive formal resemblance to (2.2) . The proofs use a continuous time interpolations of the approximating discrete parameter Markov chain. Two types of interpolations are usable. We can use a continuous time Markov chain where the mean holding time at a state x (when the control used there is ) is h (x; ). An alternative is to use the process h ( ) de ned by h (t) = h n ; t 2 t h n ; t h n+1 ) for t h n = P n?1 i=0 t h i : The choice of interpolated process is a question of convenience in the proofs only. It can be shown that the sequence of interpolated processes converges weakly to a solution to the extension of (2.1) discussed at the beginning of the section. Indeed, if u h ( ) is the optimal control, then the limit is an optimal process. See 4] for details when the variance is not controlled and 2, Section 8] when the variance is controlled. The proofs are purely probabilistic. No PDE methods are used at all. Nor do we require any regularity or existence conditions on the solution to the Bellman equation.
Construction of the Approximating Chain
In this section we will illustrate an example of one method for constructing the approximating chain, and then discuss decomposition. The transition probabilities for the \in nite time horizon" case provide the basis for those for the nite time horizon case. The quick review of selected items and the classical Approximation in Policy Space (APS) algorithm will help make the ideas concrete and provide the basis of the subsequent discussion.
A " nite di erence" based approach. 4, Chapter 5 ] discusses a variety of ways of getting appropriate approximating processes. For illustrative purposes, one which is based on a nite di erence approximation will be brie y reviewed here in its simplest one dimensional form for dx = b(x; u)dt + (x; u)dw and where G h is the grid with spacing h. When a carefully chosen nite di erence approximation is applied to the di erential operator of the (unre ected) system process, the coe cients of the resulting discrete equation are transition probabilities which satisfy the local consistency requirements (2.3) . With appropriate choices of the nite di erence approximations, the method works in any dimension, provided that the covariance matrix is diagonally dominant, as noted in Section 7. The validity of this approach does not depend on the validity of the nite di erence approach to the solution of the PDE. The nite di erence approximations are used as guides to the construction of locally consistent approximating Markov chains only. Once these are available, we use the purely probabilistic methods of weak convergence theory for dealing with them. The obtained transition probabilities can be altered in many ways, according to numerical convenience, while keeping the local consistency. The method can be adapted to quite general problems, and is only one of many possibilities.
For arbitrary k( ), consider the formal expression
For simplicity in the illustration let inf x 2 (x; ) + jb(x; )j] > 0; although this is not necessary. Suppose that for small h > 0; 2 (x; ) > hjb(x; )j: If this fails at some (x; ), then the \upwind" approximation (3.5) can be used, as noted below. Proceeding, use the standard nite di erence approximation
(3:2) and use the symmetric di erence approximation for the rst derivative
(3:3) Substituting (3.2) and (3.3) into (3.1), denoting the approximation by f h (x), collecting terms and dividing by the coe cient of f h (x) yields
(3:4) The p h (x; x hj ) are non{negative, and if we de ne p h (x; yj ) = 0 for y 6 = x h, then P y p h (x; yj ) = 1. Thus the p h (x; yj ) are transition probabilities for a Markov chain. The p h (x; yj ) and the interpolation interval t h (x; ) are locally consistent in the sense of (2.3) . Note that t h (x; ) is given automatically by the construction of the transition probabilities.
The upwind or one{sided rule. If 2 (x; ) < hjb(x; )j for some ; x, then (3.3) cannot be used there. It can be replaced by the one sided approximation:
This will yield the transition probabilities p h (x; x hj ) = 2 (x; )=2 + hb (x; ) 2 (x; ) + hjb(x; )j ; with interpolation interval t h (x; ) = h 2 = 2 (x; ) + hjb(x; )]. A priori, we might not know whether to use (3.3) or (3.5) . Try the central di erence rst, since this would generally yield smaller errors. If it doesn't work at x (i.e., the minimization in the APS algorithm with the use of the expressions in (3.4) yields a non{positive "probability"), then use (3.5).
Decomposition. The operator L can be divided into several parts and a locally consistent approximating chain found for each part, and then combined to get a locally consistent approximating chain for the original problem. E.g., it might be convenient to divide the process into drift and di usion parts, and approximate each separately. Or divide the drift itself into parts, approximating each independently. The idea is discussed in 4, Chapter 5], and we only give the end result, since it is not well known and is used in the subsequent sections.
Suppose that the operator has been divided into two parts, denoted by A and B. Let p h v (x; yj ); t h v (x; ); v = A; B; denote the respective locally consistent transition probabilities and interpolation intervals. Then the following transition probabilities and interpolation interval are locally consistent for the original problem:
When getting locally consistent approximations is hard (as sometimes for the variance control problem), decomposition can be useful since it allows us to concentrate e ort on the di cult parts by themselves without encumbrance.
Constant interpolation intervals t h . For in nite time horizon problems,
where the dynamics and cost terms do not depend explicitly on time, in solving the Bellman equation, it is only the current state that matters. For ergodic or nite horizon problems (where the \time to go" is important), or even for numerical simplicity, it is often desired that the interpolation intervals do not depend on (x; ). This is readily accomplished, with no loss of e ciency in the numerical algorithms. Typically, the transition probabilities and interpolation interval take the form of ratios with the same denominators, as in p h (x; yj ) = N h (x; y: ) Q h (x; ) ; t h (x; ) = h 2 Q h (x; ) : (3:8) Also, the usual methods of construction have p h (x; xj ) = 0; and we assume this here.
De ne Q h = max (x; )2Gh U Q h (x; ): Then the following are locally consistent:
(3:9) In this reformulation, the interpolation interval is "uniformized" by allowing each state x to communicate with itself. It simpli es the computation of the minima in the APS algorithm and has no e ect on its e ciency, as will be seen.
Approximation in Policy Space. Many methods are available to solve (2.6), and we concentrate on the APS, which is particularly useful and which allows the exploitation of e cient procedures for the solution of large sets of linear equations. The method is discussed in standard references dealing with the control of Markov chains, and the points which arise for the approximation problems of interest here can be found in 4]. The method generates a sequence of policies whose costs converge to the optimal. The stopping time and stopping control can be incorporated into the rest of the problem by de ning an absorbing state, with entry cost g( ) and a unique control action which will take a state to that absorbing state. Let us do this, to simplify the notation in the rest of this section. Assume that the forms (3.9) are used.
The procedure starts by choosing any admissible feedback control u 0 ( ), and computing the cost W h (x; u 0 ), which satis es varies heavily with (x; ), then it is harder to write the code and to organize the data (at least on standard work stations) to avoid excessive page faults. It also becomes much harder to write the code and compute the updated controls via the minimization in (3.11). These are serious concerns when the variance is controlled, as seen in Sections 7{8.
Finite Time and Time Dependent Problems
We now construct the algorithm for the problem with a nite time horizon. The time variable in the dynamics and cost rate is suppressed for simplicity, and can be readily added. There are two approaches to dealing with the time variable. One can treat it as a true time variable, leading to the so-called explicit approximations discussed below. Alternatively, one can treat it as a component of the state, leading to the so{called implicit approximations discussed in the next section. These names are used owing to the analogies with procedures used for solving parabolic PDE's. The SDE is dx = b(x; u)dt + (x; u)dw:
The nite horizon cost function analogous to ( (4:3b) a minimal condition. Note that the interpolation interval is just . The continuous time interpolation is h; ( ), where h; (t) = h; n , n ; n + ): Given 0 < min x; t h (x; ); transition probabilities for a chain which is locally consistent in the sense of (4.3) can easily be obtained from the transition probabilities for any chain which satis es (2.3). Simply use the transition probabilities p h (x; yj ) de ned in the last section. Then = h 2 =Q h : For non{ degenerate problems, we would have = O(h 2 ). The interval for the implicit method to be discussed in the next section can be much larger.
Let N h; denote a stopping time (to be selected by the controller) for the chain where n N h; T. Let u h; ( ) be the feedback control for the approximating chain, and de ne u h; n = u h; ( h; n ; n ): De ne the costs, starting at time n with initial condition h; n = x , to be W h; (x; n ; T; u h; ; N h; ) = E h; ;u h; 
The Implicit Method
The essential di erence between what we call the explicit and implicit approaches to the Markov chain approximation is that in the former the time variable is treated di erently than the state variables: It is a true \time" variable, and its value increases by at each step, as in the last section. In the implicit approach, the time variable is treated as just another component of the state. It is discretized in the same manner as are the other components of the state: The approximating Markov chain has a state space which is a discretization of the (x; t)?space, and the component of the state of the chain which comes from the original time variable does not necessarily increase its value at each step. The implicit method can be motivated by use of a nite di erence method for the construction of the transition probabilities, as shown in 4, Chapter 12.3]. The proofs are still purely probabilistic and do not depend on the validity of the nite di erence approximation to a PDE.
De ne x 0 (t) = t: Let > 0 and G h f0; ; 2 ; : : :g be the state space for the discretization of the process (x(t); x 0 (t)). Let the approximating Markov chain be denoted by^ h; n = ( h; n ; h; n;0 ); where the component h; n;0 represents the time variable, and h; n represents the original \spatial" state. Let (x; n ) ! (y; n ) with probabilityp h; (x; n ; y; n j ), and let (x; n ) ! (x; n + ) with probability p h; (x; n ; x; n + j ). Then 4, Chapter 12] local consistency of f^ h; n g with the process (x( ); x 0 ( )) (in the sense of (2.3)) implies that (modulo o( t h (x; )) E h; ;
x;n h; n = b(x; ) t h; (x; ); cov h; ;
x;n h; n = a(x; ) t h; (x; ); E h; ;
x;n h; n;0 = t h; (x: ) = p h; (x; n ; x; n + j ):
(5:1) Thus, with interpolation intervals t h; (x; ), the \spatial" component of the chain is locally consistent in the sense of (2.3). The conditional mean increment of the \time" component of the state must be the interpolation interval t h; (x; ). The word implicit is used because (5.4) or (5.5) below cannot be solved by a simple backward iteration. At each n, (5.4) determines the values of the fV h; (x; n )g implicitly. A General Construction for the Implicit Case. Locally consistentp h; ( ) can be easily obtained from any locally consistent p h ( ) in Section 3, no matter how it was obtained. Let p h (x; yj ) and t h (x; ) be a transition function and interpolation interval which are locally consistent in the sense of (2.3) for (4.1). Let the desired time discretization level > 0 be given. Letp h; ( ) and t h; ( ) denote the (to be de ned) transition probability and interpolation interval for the implicit approximation. The general relationship is 4, Chapter 12] p h (x; yj ) =p h; (x; n ; y; n j ) 1 ?p h; (x; n ; x; n + j ) :
Thus, to get the transition probabilitiesp h; ( ), we need only getp h; (x; n ; x; n + n j ): This can be done via the local consistency requirements on (p h (x; yj ); t h (x; )) and the corresponding quantities for the implicit approximation. These yield the relationships t h; (x; ) = 1 ?p h; (x; n ; x; n + j ) t h (x; ) =p h; (x; n ; x; n + j ) :
Thus we have the simple formulaŝ p h; (x; n ; x; n + j ) = t h (x; )
The dynamic programming equation. Suppose that t h; (x; ) does not depend on (x; ). This would be the case if thep h; were constructed by using the p h ( ) of (3.9) in (5.2), (5.3). Then, for n < T, V h; (x; n ; T) = min min 2U X yp h; (x; n ; y; n j )V h; (y; n ; T) +e ? p h; (x; n ; x; n + j )V h; (x; n + ; T) + k(x; ) t h; ; g(x; n ) ; (5:4) with V h; (x; T; T) = g(x; T):
The APS algorithm for (5.4). Suppose that V h; (x; n + ; T) is available for all x 2 G h . We wish to solve for V h; (x; n ; T) for t n T. As in Section 3, absorb g( ) and the stopping control into the rest of the problem by de ning an absorbing state with entry cost g(x; n ) and a unique control value taking us to that absorbing state. De ne V h; (x; T; T) = g(x; T): Suppose that V h; ( ; n + ; T) is known and we wish to solve for V h; ( ; n ; T). The procedure is analogous to that in Section 3, except that we work backwards in time, starting at n = T: The procedure starts by choosing a feedback control u 0 ( ) and solving W h; (x; n ; T; u 0 ) = X yp h; (x; n ; y; n ju 0 (x))W h; (y; n ; T; u 0 ) +e ? p h; (x; n ; x; n + ju 0 (x))V h; (x; n + ; T) + k(x; u 0 (x)) t h; :
(5:5) One might choose u 0 ( ) to be the optimal control at time n + . In the usual methods for solving (5.5), one selects an initial guess for the values of W h; (x; n ; T; u 0 ). A convenient choice is just V h; (x; n + ; T): Solve (5.5). Suppose that the k?th control u k ( ) and the corresponding value W h; (x; n ; T; u k ) are available. Then continue, getting u k+1 ( ) from arg min 2U P yp h; (x; n ; y; n j )W h; (y; n ; T; u k ) +e ? p h; (x; n ; x; n + j )V h; (x; n + ; T) + k(x; ) t h;d :
(5:6) An approximating set U h (x) can be used, and the comments below (3.11) hold.
A One Dimensional Example: Variance Control
To illustrate the ideas of the previous sections for variance control, we treat a one dimensional problem in this section, and a two dimensional problem in the remaining sections. As will be seen, for the one dimensional problem there are always locally consistent approximating chains with transitions only to neighboring points. But one sometime sees presumably well motivated alternatives, which do not have these properties. Thus, it is worth discussing this case, which also serves as a simple introduction to the problem of numerical noise. First, the explicit method will be used to get a locally consistent approximation. Then we discuss an alternative which is frequently considered, but fails to have the basic desired properties. Finally, for completeness, we use the ideas in Section 5 to write the general formulas for getting locally consistent implicit approximations.
Here the SDE is: dx = b(x; u)dt + (x; u)dw; x 0; b(0; u) 0; (x; u) = xu: (6:1)
Let U = u a ; u b ], positive and nite.
The Explicit Method
Local transitions. Using (3.4) , and assuming that the numerators are 0, p h (x; x hj ) = 2 (x; )=2 hb(x; )=2 2 (x; ) ; t h (x; ) = h 2 = 2 (x; ): (6:2)
Owing to the degeneracy of the SDE at x = 0, (6.2) cannot be used at all x; . If the non{negativity is violated at x; , then we can use the transition probabilities given below (3.5); i.e., To get a constant interpolation interval, use = h 2 =Q h ; and p h; (x; x hj ) = 2 (x; )=2 hb(x; )=2 =Q h ; if non negative; (6:5) p h (x; x h) = 2 (x; )=2 + hb (x; ) =Q h otherwise, (6:6) with p h; (x; xj ) de ned as the complementary probability. Note that x communicates with at most x; x h: Non{local transitions. Let denote the time discretization interval. For simplicity, we treat only the di usion part, recalling from the discussion concerning decomposition that the di usion and drift parts can be approximated separately. 2 Thus we work with the system dx = xudw: It is natural to try an approximation of the form x ! x + x ; where is a random variable with mean zero and variance ; and we investigate its consequences. Such an algorithm is an example of the \binomial tree" method common in nancial mathematics. The key issue of local consistency is closely connected with that of \numerical noise," the \e ective" noise introduced by the form of the algorithm. Let us approximate this transition as follows. The questions raised here are even more serious in higher dimensions.
Suppose that for x 2 G h , we have the transitions x ! x c h h x 2 G h , each with probability 1/2, where the scale factor c h does not depend on (x; ). Then E h; ;
n;x h h; n+1 ? x i 2 = 2 x 2 c 2 h h 2 = 2 x 2 ; (6:7)
which de nes = h 2 c 2 h . Generally, it is not possible to have x c h h x 2 G h for each x 2 G h ; 2 U. Thus, an interpolation, or randomization, between grid points is needed, and will now be demonstrated.
In what follows, the k 0 are integers. Suppose that c h x = k + , where 0 1: Consider the chain with the allowed transitions being
x ! x (k + 1)h; each with probability p 1 ;
x ! x; with probability 1 ? 2p 1 :
(6:8)
Then choosing p 1 such that the local consistency (6.7) holds yields 2p 1 (k + 1) 2 h 2 = 2 x 2 = 2 x 2 c 2 h h 2 = (k + ) 2 h 2 : (6:9)
Thus, we require that
(6:10) Also, (6.7) implies that = c 2 h h 2 : Note the quadratic interpolation in in (6.10).
Next, consider the preferable alternative chain with the allowed transitions x ! x (k + 1)h; each with probability p 1 ; x ! x kh; each with probability p 0 = (1 ? 2p 1 )=2:
(6:11)
Then, as in (6.9), choosing p 1 such that the local consistency (6.7) holds yields
(6:12)
Note the quadratic interpolation in again. Note that as c h increases, so does ; and the number of grid points that are jumped per transition. Now, suppose that we wish to simplify by allowing only the transitions x ! x kh; each with probability 1=2:
(6:13) Then there is no longer local consistency, and we have introduced "numerical noise." We de ne its relative value to be true var-algorithm var true var = which is 1 ? k 2 =(k + ) 2 : Thus, to get a small relative numerical noise (equivalently, better local consistency) for this case we might need to let k and c h be large, perhaps letting c h ! 1 as h ! 0 (with c h h ! 0), something to be avoided if at all possible. Also, over a xed interval of interpolated time, smaller interpolation intervals and smaller state increments build up a better approximation to the solution of (6.1).
We have seen how randomizations can be used to eliminate or reduce the relative numerical noise.
The Implicit Method
We will consider the analog of the local transitions (6.2){(6.6), following the general approach outlined in (5.2), (5.3), based on locally consistent transition probabilities for the time independent problem of Section 3. The non local case transition can be extended as well. Let p h ( ) take the form p h (x; yj ) = N h (x; y; )=Q h (x; ); y 6 = x; p h (x; xj ) = 0; t h (x; ) = h 2 =Q h (x; ):
(6:14)
Following the procedure of (5.2), (5.3) to getp h; ( ) from (6.14) yields t h; (x; ) = h 2 = h 2 + Q h (x; ) ; p h; (x; n ; x; n + j ) = h 2 = h 2 + Q h (x; ) ; p h; (x; n ; y; n j ) = N h (x; y; ) Q h (x; ) Q h (x; ) h 2 + Q h (x; ) ; y 6 = x:
(6:15)
De ne Q h = max x; Q h (x; ). To get a chain with a constant (non state and control dependent) interpolation interval and local transitions and local consistency, follow the analog of the procedure of (3.9) for (6.15), which leads to the replacement of (6.15) by The one dimensional case is simple, even with variance control. Depending on the algorithm, there might be a small amount of \numerical noise," but there are few coding problems since the states are all ordered on the line. Locally consistent algorithms (zero numerical noise) with local transitions can be used, and are even preferable. With higher dimensional problems and highly variable variance, the coding problems can be signi cantly harder, since local transitions cannot always be used if local consistency (2.3) is to hold. This has rami cations for the problem of numerical noise. These issues will be discussed in this and in the remaining sections via particular classes of two dimensional models. This section deals with a particular degenerate form of the covariance, where the Wiener process is only one dimensional, and gives some useful and general rules for getting good algorithms. The Appendix contains some comments on extensions of the method to general problems. Keep in mind that, for the sake of numerical accuracy, it is best to avoid the use of decomposition, unless overridden by considerations of coding convenience. The next section deals with a more direct approach for general problems and shows how the computations can be simpli ed.
We are concerned with locally consistent approximations in the sense of (2.3) for the nite time horizon problem, of either the implicit or explicit variety. We use the general forms (3.8) , where the time interval depends on the state and control. The procedure (3.9) converts these to the explicit method, and (5.2){ (5.3) to the implicit method. The state space G h is a regular grid with spacing h in each direction.
First, suppose that the following condition holds: Q h (x; ) p h (x; x (e i h + e j h)j ) = a + ij (x; ) Q h (x; ) ; p h (x; x (e i h ? e j h)j ) = a ? ij (x; ) Q h (x; ) ; (7:3) where a = maxf0; ag. These locally consistent transition probabilities were obtained by using a nite di erence approximation to the derivatives in the differential operator, with the one sided di erences used for the rst order derivatives. One could have used the central di erence at x; ; if (7.1) holds with the zero right hand side replaced by h P i jb i (x; )j 4, Sections 5. 4.2, 5.4.3] .
If the covariance matrix a( ) does not depend on x; , then one can transform coordinates so that a( ) = a is diagonal, or at least diagonally dominant as required by (7.1). The more diagonally dominant, the better will be the numerical behavior.
If the covariance depends on x or on (x; ), one should still try to change (with either a linear or nonlinear transformation) the coordinate system so that (7.1) holds as closely as possible, while not overcomplicating the boundary conditions. The condition (7.1) guarantees that there is a locally consistent algorithm where each state communicates only with its neighbors under any control. Without (7.1), it might not be possible to get a locally consistent chain with only local transitions. Having local transitions is useful, where possible, since it simpli es the coding, and the numerical approximation is generally better for the same value of h. Unfortunately, this is not always possible and procedures such as described below are then required.
We will illustrate a general "non{local" procedure in an extreme case where it is necessary. We consider only the di usion part, since the approximation of the drift term is simple, and (3.6), (3.7) can always be used to combine the two approximations. A main point is that the programmer must be exible. We suppose that dx = (x; )dw; x(t) 2 IR 2 ;
(7:4) where w( ) is a real{valued Wiener process and (x; ) is the vector ( 1 (x; ); 2 (x; )), where i (x; ) 0. Thus, the example is degenerate and (7.1) fails at (x; ) unless some i (x; ) = 0. A general problem will be illustrated by two examples, and they will suggest a solution. In what follows, the variables k, with or without a xes, are non negative integers. Example 1. Fix (x; ) . Suppose that the scaling and the ordering of the components of the state are such that (x; ) = (1; k+ (x; )) for 0 < (x; ) < 1: Let us try to approximate the one step transition by randomizing between the values x e 1 + e 2 k]h; with probability p 1 ; each; x e 1 + e 2 (k + 1)]h; with probability p 2 ; each: Then E h;
x;n h n+1 ? x h n+1 ? x 0 = h 2 C(x; ); t h (x; ) = h 2 ; (7:5) where
We have C 11 (x; ) = 2 1 (x; ) = 1, and we would like match the remaining elements C 12 (x; ) and C 22 (x; ) with the analogous elements of a(x; ). But there is only one parameter that can be selected, namely p 2 : Let us rst select p 2 so that C 12 (x; ) = 1 (x; ) 2 (x; ) = a 12 (x; ). Then p 2 = (x; ), and the relative numerical noise for the (2, 2) = (x; )(1 ? (x; )) (2k + 1)(k + (x; )) = O 1 2k 2 : Thus, although both procedures seem reasonable, we see that neither gives local consistency if (x; ) is not 0 or 1, although the relative numerical noise decreases rapidly as k increases. If we simply used p 2 = 0 or 1; then the relative numerical noise would be O(1=k): Keep in mind that the solution to the optimal control problem is often relatively insensitive to small numerical noise, even up to 5-10% (which has an e ect similar to that due to adding noise to the dynamics). One must experiment.
Example 2. Fix (x; ). Now, extending the above example, suppose that the scaling is such that (x; ) = (k 1 ; k 2 + (x; )); where k 2 k 1 : Let us construct an approximating chain by allowing the transitions x ! x e 1 k 1 + e 2 k 2 ]h; with probability p 1 ; each; x ! x e 1 k 1 + e 2 (k 2 + 1)]h; with probability p 2 ; each:
De ning the matrix C(x; ) analogously to what was done above, we have 2 1 (x; ) = C 11 (x; ) for any p 2 : Choosing p 2 so that C 12 (x; ) = 1 (x; ) 2 (x; ) yields p 2 = (x; ) and the relative numerical noise for the (2, 2) If we simply set p 2 = 0, then the relative numerical noise for the (2; 2) component is
which again shows the advantage of randomization.
A general rule. The above examples suggest a useful general rule. This rule is asymptotic, as h ! 0. but it can serve as a a guide to the selection of h, and guarantees the convergence V h (x) ! V (x). Typically, one uses several values of h. In any practical algorithm, one might have to accept a small amount of (relative) numerical noise. The problem should be scaled so that the number of grid points (the k i above) moved per step can increase if needed as h decreases, but so as to guarantee local consistency.
Fix (x; ), and suppose that 2 (x; ) 1 (x; ). If the reverse inequality holds, then use the obvious analog of the procedure. First, if there are integers k h 1 (x; a); k h 2 (x; ) such that 2 (x; )= 1 (x; ) = k h 2 (x; )=k h 1 (x; ); (7:7)
then use the transition x ! x e 1 k h 1 (k h 2 (x; )) 2 : (7:17)
Thus, randomization is preferable, but it involves a more complex code. Of course, in any application, one uses only a few xed small values of h. But the above comments serve as a useful guide.
To apply the procedure in the APS formula (5.6) at x, approximate U by U h . Then, for each 2 U h , select a transition function and interpolation interval, as above, and compute and compare the right hand sides of (5.6). Sometimes, U h contains just a few points, say the extreme values. Since the (non local) points to which the chain can move from x might depend strongly on the value of , a nice analytic minimization in (5.6) is not always possible. These comments hold for the subsequent sections as well.
A General Two Dimensional Problem
We will discuss a method that is of quite general applicability, and is particularly useful when there are many control terms. The method will be developed via an illustration, using a model which also arises in nancial mathematics. In this example, there are many basic stocks whose prices vary as dP i = i P i dt + P i X j ij dB j ; i = 1; : : :; K; where B j ( ); j = 1; : : :; are mutually independent standard Wiener processes and ij ; i are known constants. A fraction u i (t) of the investors total wealth W(t) is in stock i at time t. Thus, Thus, the state is two dimensional. The control is the vector u( ) = fu i ( ); i Kg; thus, the control space can be quite large and unwieldy if the number of stocks is large. The high dimension of the control can make the minimization in (3.11) or (5.6) quite time consuming, unless some systematic procedure is used, such as that discussed later in this section. We will rst develop a locally consistent Markov chain approximation at each xed x. Let us work with a basic h?grid on IR 2 and with possibly non local transitions, as in the previous two sections. The general idea is an elaboration of the comment in 2, p 1013] or 4, Ch 5, Eqn. 3.6]. De ne x = (W; I) for our example. If (7.1) holds, then use (7.3). Otherwise, we \locally" rescale so that (7.1) holds. Until further notice, and in order to motivate the method, suppose that the grid spacing depends on the direction with interval h i in direction e i : The actual algorithm below will use h i = h:] We will use the nite di erence method with direction dependent di erences to get locally a consistent approximation at x, extending the general procedure outlined in connection with (3.1){(3.4), and then adjust the result to t the actual homogeneous grid which will be used in the computation. Keep in mind that the nite di erence scheme is used only for illustrative purposes, as in Section 3, since it is an easy way to get a locally consistent chain. Recall that the approximations for the nite time problems, or with a constant interpolation interval, can be readily obtained as shown in Sections 3{5.
We start with the nite di erence approximations f xixi (x) ?! f(x + e i h i ) + f(x ? e i h i ) ? 2f(x) h 2 i : (8:3) g]=a 11 (x; ) 0; which implies that c = a 11 (x; ) ? g]=a 11 (x; ) can be used.
Thus there is always an ((x; )?dependent) scale transformation which will yield a locally consistent approximation at (x; ).
Adapting to the homogeneous grid. We now adapt the above construction to the grid with constant spacing h in all coordinate directions. De ne h i = k h i h; where the k h i are integers. They can depend on h; as in Section 7. Let there be k h ! 1 (as in Section 7) such that hk h ! 0 and k h i k h : Fix x. For each , compute a c = c(x; ) such that (8.7) holds. If it is a rational number with both numerator and denominator no greater than k h , then use the procedure (8.8). Otherwise, we approximate analogously to what was done in Section 7, and possibly randomize to reduce the numerical variance.
Simpli cations are possible, since the same value of c can be used for many values of .
Return to the motivating example (8. As a general rule, one would not want to start with a large K. Indeed, one needs to start with a small but carefully selected set, such that some of the essential qualitative features can be seen, before the problem becomes too complicated. This will also provide a guide to the selection of the l for problem with larger K.
Some form of iterative method, where one solves a sequence of optimization problems, with appropriate sets of portfolios added or deleted at each stage, would be of interest. Alternatively, one might use smaller approximating sets in the early stages of the APS algorithm, and then re ne it in the vicinity of the more promising points. One could also adapt other methods of global optimization: For example, start with the set of possible controls being a line in
